TRIAL ADVOCACY 1 SECTION ASSIGNMENTS

Fall 2011

MORNING SECTIONS
The following sections are for students in the Evidence and Art of Advocacy course. In addition to taking Evidence with Judge Erickson (Mon./Tues./Thurs. 3:00-3:55pm), you will take the Trial Advocacy 1 section designated for you, below.

WEDNESDAY, 9:00-12:00 NOON
Marcie Thorp (555-01), Chicago-Kent Courtroom
Choi, Joyce          Makki, Nadia          Reynolds, Thomas
Henning, Marie       Martell, Roberto      Vazcones, Jessenia
Kelly, Thomas        Mayer, Erin

FRIDAY, 9:00-12:00 NOON
Ljubica Popovic (555-02), Rm. 155
Bock, Emily          Neis, Michelle        Robinson, Michael
Cortez, Veronica     Oliver, Rachel        Wesley, Shane
Janas, Joseph

FRIDAY, 9:00-12:00 NOON
Nicholas Caputo (555-03), Chicago-Kent Courtroom
Bielinski, Amanda    Leonard, Sabrina       Pritchett, Brittany
Chun, Eunice        Nikitas, Margot         Sarkees, Anthony
Grubb, Christopher

EVENING AND SATURDAY SECTIONS

MONDAY, 6:00-9:00 P.M.
James McKay (555-51), Daley Center 1504
Chesshir, Amy        Gordon, Andrew         Klosowski, Daniel
Fermin, Calvin       Haller, Luke           Palanti, Jenna

Anthony Lucafo & Alexandra Molesky (555-52), Daley Center 1503
Cisowski, Jeffrey    Hernandez, Jasmine     Lesiewicz, Brian
Garga, Paulina       Kennedy, John           Pilsner, Jonathan
Hale, Stephanie
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**TUESDAY, 6:00-9:00 P.M.**

Judge Kenneth Fletcher (555-53), Daley Center 1506

Auchter, John    Garstka, Kendra    Orellana, John  
Bernstein, Erica  Lindner, Robert    Shvedchenko, Anna  
Duncan, Sarah     Medfrano, Julian    Tibble, Kelley

Michelle Truesdale (555-54), Daley Center 1504

Budden, Zachary   Martin, Derek    Terrazzino, Philip  
Ellison, Jon      Nilson, Colleen    Wild, Dana  
Kaminski, Daniel  Ortiz, Victor

**SATURDAY, 9:00-12:00 NOON**

Mark Griffin (555-55), Daley Center 1504

Dooley, Teresa    Kane, Rachel    Polimenakos, Angela  
Hagan, Justin    Katzman, Alexandra    Tooth, Lawrence  
Iuga, Mihaela    Kelly, Graciela    Wood, Jennifer
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